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Introduction

The purpose of this supplement is to consider the additional factors and 
concerns associated with IFR flight planning. Thorough understanding of VFR 
flight planning is assumed, and the use of the VFR Flight Planning Supplement 
is recommended for completing the flight planning process and performance 
calculations.

Resources
• Enroute Charts 

• Departure, Arrival, and Approach Charts

• Chart Supplement

• Navigation Logs

• Aircraft POH/AFM

• E6B Computer

• FAR/AIM 

Both the pilot and the aircraft must be current for IFR flight. 

• Pilot: 61.57(c) 

• Aircraft: 91.411, 91.413, 91.171, and other inspections.
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SECTION 1

Pre- Planning Preparation

Step 1: Overview 

ForeFlight > Maps > VFR Sectional 

Create a straight line between the two airports using the Search Airport or 
Route box, and add your UTC departure time into the ETD box. 

In ForeFlight, look at the total straight–line distance in the nav log bar that 
appears. Consider the possibility of needing to stop for fuel. Recall that for the 
purpose of obtaining an instrument rating, cross-country flights require a point 
of landing at least a straight line distance of more than 50 NM from the original 
point of departure.

Look for range information in the Performance section – “Range Profile” Chart 
of the POH to verify the range of your specific aircraft. If you actually plan to fly 
this flight, be sure you are adhering to specific ATP fuel policies.

The following fuel limitations apply to all operations in ATP 
aircraft.

The maximum duration of flight limitation is based on the 
airplane’s fuel tank capacity.

Less than 48 gallons  .......................................  2:30 duration
48 gallons or greater  ......................................  3:30 duration

ATP policy is for all flights to depart with full fuel tanks unless 
operational necessity dictates otherwise. 

CHECKRIDE 
FACT For the checkride, you are required to plan to your first fuel stop. 

Conduct a survey of the VFR Sectional on the iPad to learn more about the 
geographical area that the flight will cover (e.g. northern Arizona to Southern 
California). This provides a framework to better correlate weather reports to the 
route of flight. 
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Consider your route based on terrain. A VFR sectional is required for all IFR cross 
country flights in mountainous terrain. After reviewing the VFR sectional, be 
sure to switch back to the IFR Low En-Route chart for the remainder of flight 
planning and in-flight navigation.

Step 2: Weather

NOTE: If WiFi is unavailable, get a weather briefing from another 
approved source.

Refer to graphical weather products first in order to get a general picture of the 
weather conditions. This is an important cue for the pilot to know which specific 
details to look for within the textual reports and forecasts. 

Conduct a weather analysis using weather overlays in ForeFlight. Review ATP's 
Plan. Brief. File. video for methods. 

ForeFlight > Maps > Radar 

This graphic indicates areas of precipitation only, not clouds. To avoid 
precipitation, this chart is helpful, but to avoid clouds, reference the TAF and 
Graphical Forecast for Aviation. Be aware that the radar feature shows present 
conditions, not forecast. 

ForeFlight > Maps > Satellite 

This graphic gives you a current visual guide to clouds. Be aware that ForeFlight 
depicts tops of ceiling information with this graphic, and that it shows present 
conditions – not forecast. 

ForeFlight > Maps > PIREPs 

Because UAs come directly from pilots, they are the only weather product 
containing direct observations made of the actual conditions in flight. Pay 
special attention to the location and time of the report. UAs are particularly 
helpful in determining areas of turbulence and icing. 

ForeFlight > Maps > Flight Category 

This graphic can help the pilot quickly determine areas of IFR and VFR weather 
conditions, which can give the pilot a visual sense of which route may be best. 
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ForeFlight > Imagery > CONUS Weather > Prog Charts > Latest Surface Analysis 

Review this graphic to locate large weather systems such as fronts and pressure 
systems. This can cue the pilot as to what general weather may be expected 
along the route. 

ForeFlight > Imagery > CONUS Weather > Outlook (SIGWX) > Low Level 

This chart is a forecast; therefore, it can be helpful when looking ahead up to 24 
hours before a flight. 

ForeFlight > Imagery > Advisories > Graphical AIRMETs/SIGMETs 

Look at the graphic forecast for your estimated time of departure and for the 
duration of the flight. 

ForeFlight > Imagery > Winds Aloft > Surface - 12,000 ft 

These graphics give a quick overview of wind and temperature conditions. Use 
them to determine whether there will be a headwind or tailwind and whether 
the temperature will be above or below freezing. 

ForeFlight > Imagery > Icing > Lowest Frz. Level (appropriate forecast) 

The freezing level chart can show whether the flight will be above or below 
freezing. For more information, see the ATP Ground School Support Video: 
ForeFlight Weather Products: Icing.

Get a preliminary briefing on the iPad to view textual weather information. 
You’ll get a more thorough briefing once you’ve determined your route of flight.

 ForeFlight > Maps > Nav Log > Send to > Flights > Briefing

ForeFlight > Flights > Briefing > Adverse Conditions

This section of the briefing includes important information such as TFRs, Closed 
/ Unsafe NOTAMs, Convective SIGMETs, SIGMETs, AIRMETs, and Urgent PIREPs.

ForeFlight > Flights > Briefing > Synopsis

The surface analysis chart can be found here. The information contained in this 
chart provides a great "big picture" of weather patterns and development.
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ForeFlight > Flights > Briefing > Current Weather

Observations such as METARs and PIREPs are included in this section.

ForeFlight > Flights > Briefing > Forecasts

This section includes forecasts for cloud coverage, visibility, surface winds, and 
precipitation; TAFs; wind charts; a vertical cross-section chart; and the winds 
aloft table. 

ForeFlight > Imagery > Graphical Aviation Forecasts 

The Graphical Forecast for Aviation (GFA) includes observational data, forecasts, 
and warnings to provide a complete picture of the weather that may impact 
flight. Thunderstorms, clouds, flight category, precipitation, icing, wind, and 
turbulence can be viewed from 14 hours in the past to 18 hours in the future.

Single-engine aircraft will not depart with a ceiling less than 
1,000' or a visibility less than 3 miles, unless prior approval has 
been received from Flight Operations.

Step 3: NOTAMs 

ForeFlight > Flights > Briefing > NOTAMs

Look at all NOTAM information in the Briefing. NOTAM information is critical to 
flight safety and should be accessed prior to any flight. NOTAMs can contain 
information relating to airport closures, navaid service outages (including GPS 
satellite availability), MEA changes, IAP changes, and TFRs. 

Step 4: Preferred Routes 
In order to aid in the efficient and orderly operation of IFR traffic using Federal 
Airways, a system of preferred IFR routes has been established. It is to the pilot’s 
advantage to plan for the use of a preferred route when one exists between the 
departure and destination airports. A list of preferred IFR routes can be found in 
the Chart Supplement.
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SECTION 2

Departure Segment Planning

Step 1: Weight and Balance
Complete weight and balance and CG calculations in the same manner as for a 
VFR flight. 

Step 2: Departure Airport Information 
To determine if you can safely depart, view your departure airport in the 
Airports tab in ForeFlight. Verify the information with the Chart Supplement. 

View the TAF for your departure time, making note of conditions. 

Step 3: Takeoff Minimums 
Although you are flying under Part 91, consider takeoff minimums for 121 
operations. Awareness of these minimums is critical to safety. If non-standard 
takeoff minimums are not specified, 1-mile visibility is considered the standard 
takeoff minimum for aircraft of two engines or less. 

ForeFlight > Airports > Procedures > Departure > Takeoff Minimums 

Step 4: Departure Procedure 

ForeFlight > Airports > Procedures > Departure 

When planning for departure, familiarize yourself with the departure 
procedures for that airport. Plan for a departure procedure based on weather, 
terrain, and common clearances. 

Standard Instrument Departure (SID) 
Airports that have special traffic–flow needs or are situated within complex 
airspace will generally have a SID published to assist in the transition from 
takeoff to the enroute structure in an orderly, safe, and efficient manner. One 
SID may have several “transitions” leading to different enroute fixes, in which 
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case the pilot should plan for the transition best suited for the flight. Include 
these points in the NavLog.

To file a SID as part of a flight plan, simply start the “Route” box on the ICAO 
Flight Plan form with the name and transition of the departure desired as 
follows: DEPARTURE.TRANS.

Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP)
If no SID is published, an Obstacle Departure Procedure might exist (which may 
be graphical or textual). Airports that have nearby obstacles or high terrain may 
require specific departure routing, a climb gradient greater than 200 ft/nm, or 
both. In these cases, an ODP will be published. Verify that the required climb 
gradient can be maintained. 

Required Rate  
of Climb (FPM) =

GS in knots
x Climb Gradient (ft/nm)

60

You cannot file an ODP, but if one is expected, include it in the NavLog.

Proceed Direct to an Enroute Fix
If no Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP) or  Standard Instrument Departure 
(SID) is published for the airport, plan your first leg from the airport direct to an 
enroute fix in the NavLog. 

Be aware that ATC may issue a fourth type of departure segment during an IFR 
Clearance – Radar Vectors to an enroute fix. You cannot file your flight plan this 
way.

Remember - anything you plan for in your NavLog is changed as soon as you 
receive a clearance from ATC.

Step 5: Top of Climb Calculations 
The procedures for calculating the time, fuel, and distance to climb are the same 
as those for any VFR flight. Determine your climb speed. In the Performance 
section of the POH, look at any Climb charts that exist to complete your 
calculations.

CHECKRIDE 
FACT

Use the performance charts from the POH of the specific 
aircraft you will be flying for all performance calculations. If 
you are flying an airplane with a modified engine, refer to all 
supplements for modified performance data.
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SECTION 3

Arrival Segment Planning

Step 1: Arrival Procedure 
Determine the type of arrival that will be flown. 

Proceeding Direct To Airport From An Enroute Fix (Visual Approach) 
This can only be accomplished in VMC, and if the conditions are such, this type 
of arrival is preferred. A visual approach can be anticipated during the flight 
planning process if the forecast weather indicates ceilings of at least 1,000' 
and 3 SM of visibility. The pilot should plan to remain on the enroute structure 
(airway) until receiving the visual approach clearance. 

To file a flight that will proceed from an enroute fix directly to the airport, simply 
end the Item 15 "Route" box on the ICAO Flight Plan form with the name of the 
last enroute fix to be overflown. 

Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR) 
Airports that have special traffic–flow needs or complex airspace will generally 
have a STAR published to assist in the transition from a point on the enroute 
structure to the terminal environment in an orderly, safe, and efficient manner. 
One STAR may have several “transitions” feeding aircraft into the terminal 
environment from different enroute fixes, in which case the pilot may select the 
transition best suited for the flight. 

It is important to note that since a STAR transitions the flight into the terminal 
environment and not to the airport itself, it will usually be followed by a 
clearance to fly an IAP or visual approach. 

To file a STAR as part of the flight plan, simply end the “Route of Flight” box of 
the ICAO Flight Plan form with the name of the STAR and the transition desired. 
For example: TRANS.ARRIVAL. 
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Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) 
Many IAPs have an Initial Approach Fix (IAF) within the enroute structure (i.e. 
along an airway). Many do not, and will have a feeder route leading from the 
enroute structure to the IAF. 

To file a flight that has an initial approach fix within the enroute structure, it is 
not necessary to indicate the specific approach that is anticipated; rather, simply 
end the “Route” box on the ICAO Flight Plan form with the name of the last 
enroute fix to be overflown (in this case, the IAF). 

To file a flight that has a feeder route leading from the enroute structure to the 
IAF, end the “Route” box on the ICAO Flight Plan form with the name of the last 
enroute fix to be overflown (in this case, the first feeder route fix). 

Radar Vectors From An Enroute Fix 
If the weather is forecast to be VMC, the pilot can expect to be vectored from 
an enroute fix to a point from which a visual approach can be initiated once the 
pilot visually acquires the airport or preceding aircraft. If the weather is forecast 
to be IMC, the pilot should plan on flying an IAP. Do not plan for radar vectors if 
the forecast calls for IFR conditions at the ETA. 

To file a flight where you are expecting radar vectors from an enroute fix, you 
will end the “Route” box on the ICAO Flight Plan form with the name of the last 
enroute fix to be overflown. Note that if terminal radar service is not available 
for that airport, radar vectors will never be assigned. 

Step 2: Descent Planning 
Consider minimum altitudes such as MEAs or transition altitudes on STARs when 
planning your descent. Using a constant rate of descent, the pilot can determine 
the time, fuel, and distance required to reach the target descent altitude by the 
desired fix. Remember that all descents must be cleared by ATC, so your descent 
profile in flight might differ from your flight planning calculations. 

In some cases when a flight takes place over mountainous terrain with high 
MEAs, it may not be possible to descend prior to reaching an IAF, in which case 
the Top of Descent will be at the IAF. 

Plan your descent using Cruise Performance charts if you do not have specific 
descent charts (Cessna 172).

Use the "3 : 1 Rule" to determine your descent distance at cruise ground speed. 
Time and fuel to descend will be calculated as part of cruise calculations later. 
In the Piper Archer and Seminole, use the Fuel, Time, and Distance to Descend 
chart in the POH, paying special attention to the specified conditions for 
descent.
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Distance 
to Descend =

Altitude to Lose   x   3

1,000

Step 3: Arrival Airport Information 
View your arrival airport in the Airports tab in ForeFlight. Verify the information 
with the Chart Supplement. 

View the TAF for your arrival time, making note of conditions. Pick an 
appropriate alternate airport if destination weather forecasts call for a ceiling 
less than 2,000' or visibility less than 3 SM, ±1 hour of ETA (or if the destination 
does not have published instrument approach procedures).

Slow the aircraft to 100 KIAS within 10 NM of the airport. 

This procedure is required for training and crew cross-country 
flights. If ATC requests that you keep your speed up, the max 
speed will be 120 KIAS. Slowing to 100 KIAS assists with setting 
up for the approach and allows for more time to scan the area for 
traffic avoidance. 

Remember, time decreases confusion and stress.

Step 4: Choosing an Alternate 

ForeFlight > Airports > Procedures > Arrival > Alternate Minimums 
(if non–standard) 

The alternate airport weather forecast must meet the following: 

• The minimums stated in the terminal procedures (Alternate Minimums 
in ForeFlight), or if none are given, 

• At least 600' ceiling and 2 SM visibility, if a precision approach is 
available, or

• At least 800' ceiling and 2 SM visibility if only a non–precision approach 
is available, or

• If no IAP exists, the pilot must be able to descend from the lowest 
enroute altitude and land while maintaining basic VFR. 

Your alternate must be close enough to reach and still have 45 minutes of 
reserve fuel on board, but far enough away that the weather conditions will be 
more favorable.

ATP policy is that full fuel tanks are required for each flight unless 
prevented by operational necessity.
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SECTION 4

Enroute Segment Planning

Step 1: Preferred Routes
If a preferred route exists, your route has been chosen for you. If no preferred 
route exists, check for recently assigned ATC routes in ForeFlight. 

ForeFlight > NavLog > Edit > Routes 

Determine whether the flight will follow Federal Airways or direct courses. 

Step 2: Federal Airway Routing or Direct Routing Between Navaids or Fixes

Federal Airway Routing (required for all instrument cross-country flights) 
Ensure the flight remains at or above the MEA(s) for the airway, keeping in mind 
these may change between VORs. 

Using airways instead of direct routing reduces the preflight planning for the 
pilot, as the pilot will not need to address issues such as navigational service 
volumes or terrain clearance. All Federal Airways are flight–tested, and navaid 
reception and terrain clearance are guaranteed, provided the pilot flies the 
center of the airway at or above the minimum altitude published. 

ATP policy requires that all instrument cross-country flights be 
planned along Federal Airways. When flying a cross-country 
flight, fly the ATC-cleared route. This may include airways or 
direct-to routing.

NOTE: In mountainous terrain, ATC may send you direct to a fix at 
an altitude below published MEAs or grid-MORAs. Use your best 
judgment when accepting a direct-to clearance in mountainous 
terrain.

To file a flight that will proceed along airways, describe the desired route 
in the “Route” box of the ICAO Flight Plan form with the designators of the 
airway(s) requested. If more than one airway is to be used, indicate the points 
of transition. If the transition is made at an unnamed intersection, indicate the 
next succeeding fix. 
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Direct Routing Between Navaids or Fixes 
This planning method is given for informational purposes only. ATP policy 
requires that all cross-country flights be planned along Federal Airways.

Ensure the flight remains at or above the grid–MORA(s). 

In many cases, a Federal Airway does not provide the most direct path from 
one airport to another. The pilot may wish to fly a direct route in an effort to 
save time and fuel. The preflight planning for this type of enroute segment may 
require much more research and time than simply flying an airway. There are 
two types of direct routes to choose from: 

• Direct courses from one radio fix to another, and 

• Direct route from departure to destination by way of Area Navigation 
(RNAV) 

To file a route of flight that consists of direct courses from one radio fix to 
another, simply indicate the names of the fixes to be overflown. These fixes 
automatically become compulsory reporting points. Special attention must 
be paid to not exceed the operational service volume of the radio fix used. 
The pilot should also consult the Chart Supplement for unusable portions of a 
navaid's service volume. 

To file a route of flight that consists of a direct route from departure to 
destination by way of RNAV (GPS), a few specific rules need to be remembered:

• The direct portion of the flight must be planned to begin and end over 
appropriate arrival and departure transition fixes (e.g. a fix ending a SID 
or beginning a STAR). 

• Define the direct route using waypoints if they exist. 

• Indicate a minimum of one waypoint for each ARTCC to be flown 
through within 200 NM of the preceding ARTCC’s boundary. 

• Indicate a waypoint for each turnpoint in the route. 

• Avoid prohibited and restricted airspace by at least 3 NM.

• These direct flights may only be approved in a radar environment.

Step 3: IFR Altitudes 
Pay special attention to cloud ceilings, convective activity, winds aloft and 
freezing levels when choosing an altitude. 

When flying a Federal Airway, the flight must be planned to remain at or above 
the Minimum Enroute Altitude (MEA) for that airway, unless within 22 NM of a 
navaid defining that airway, at which point the flight may operate at or above 
the Minimum Obstruction Clearance Altitude (MOCA). For routes that do not 
follow Federal Airways, remain at or above the grid–MORA(s) applicable to the 
route of flight. 
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Comply with the hemisphere rule, and IFR altitudes. 
360° – 179°  ....................................................................  Choose an Odd Altitude 
180° – 359°  ...................................................................  Choose an Even Altitude
This should be chosen for the first enroute magnetic course. 

When filing an IFR flight plan, indicate in Item 15 of the ICAO Flight Plan Form 
only the first intended cruising altitude. If it is anticipated that the cruising 
altitude will change, requests for subsequent altitudes may be made with ATC 
while in flight. 

Step 4: Cruise Performance 
Cruise performance calculations can be performed in the same manner as those 
for a VFR flight. When flying under IFR, strictly follow the calculated manifold 
pressure, RPM, and mixture settings that you plan for. An improperly-leaned 
mixture can cause the engine to burn extra fuel. Extra consumption can cut into 
the planned fuel reserve and severely limit the pilot’s options in the case of a 
diversion.

ATP Instructors must train each ACPP student to use the 
following procedures to set cruise power on cross-country 
flights. 

During preflight planning students will reference the Cruise 
Performance Charts / Tables in the aircraft POH. 

This will allow the student to attain an approximate fuel flow 
based on the determined power settings. The student must 
then compare calculated fuel consumption to actual fuel 
consumption throughout the flight. 
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SECTION 5

Navigation Log

Step 1. Write each checkpoint on the IFR navigation log, starting with the 
departure airport. 

• Include the departure method and TOC. 

Step 2. Create a checkpoint for each point at which there is a course change: 

• It is not necessary to list every fix along the route on the  
navigation log.

•  For long straight segments, include a checkpoint approximately 
each 50nm. 

• Make a note of all fixes along the specific course, for situational 
awareness. 

Step 3. Write arrival checkpoints, ending at the arrival airport. 

• Include the TOD and arrival method. 

Step 4. Complete distance and magnetic course information from the Low 
Enroute Chart for each segment. 

Step 5. Complete performance information on the IFR navigation log: 

• All courses on IFR charts are magnetic; therefore, convert the 
printed winds aloft from true to magnetic prior to making any 
performance calculations. 

Step 6. Ensure the aircraft has enough fuel on board to fly to the first point of 
intended landing, then to the alternate, if needed, then for 45 minutes 
at the cruise fuel burn rate. 

• Determine the amount of fuel that will be consumed during the 
flight, and the amount legally required for departure.
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SECTION 6

Flight Plan Form & Filing

Complete the ICAO Flight Plan form in accordance with the following: 
Note that the form begins with Item 7. Start entering data in the first space provided and 
leave any unused spaces blank.

Item 7: Aircraft tail number

Item 8: Indicate "I" for IFR

Type of Flight: "G" for General Aviation

Item 9: Number / Type of Aircraft / Wake Turbulence Category
Number: Indicate "1" for number of aircraft

Type: Enter the appropriate designator as specified in ICAO Doc 8643, Aircraft 
Type Designators. 

Example: "P28A" for Piper Archer

Wake Turbulence Category: Indicate "L" for Light

Item 10: Equipment and Capabilities - Consult the ATP Aircraft Quick Reference Guide

Radio Communication, Navigation, and Approach Aid Equipment and Capabilities

Enter S in Item 10 if the aircraft has standard COM/NAV/approach aid equipment 
for the route to be flown.

NOTE: All ATP aircraft seeking to file an Instrument Flight 
Plan should have all standard COM/NAV/approach aid 
equipment for the route to be flown. This includes VHF 
RTF, VOR, and ILS.

Enter G in Item 10 if the aircraft has GNSS. (GPS is the GNSS operated by 
the United States.) If the aircraft has external GNSS augmentation, such as 
WAAS, you must provide that additional information. See Item 18 for details. 
Additionally, if the aircraft can fly LPV approaches, enter B in Item 10.
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Performance Based Navigation

Enter R if the aircraft is PBN approved.

NOTE: If R is indicated in box for Item 10, you must provide 
additional information. See Item 18 for details.

Surveillance Equipment and Capabilities

Enter the descriptor(s) listed in the ATP Aircraft Quick Reference Guide for 
your aircraft under "ICAO Surveillance Code." A "/" should separate these from 
previously listed Item 10 equipment codes.

Example: SGR/B2E for a PBN-approved aircraft equipped with standard COM/
NAV/approach aid equipment, with GPS, and a Mode S transponder with ADS-B 
Out and In.

Item 13: Departure Aerodrome and Time (8 characters)
Enter the ICAO four-letter location indicator of the departure airport. Then, 
without a space, enter the estimated time of departure.

Example: KCRG1800 if you were intending to depart Jacksonville Executive at 
Craig Airport (KCRG) at 18:00 UTC.

NOTE: If the airport does not have a four-letter ICAO 
identifier, enter ZZZZ and specify the airport in Item 18.

Example: ZZZZ2230 if you were intending to depart Athens Municipal Airport 
(F44) at 22:30 UTC.

Item 15: Route
Enter the cruising speed in the first box. (5 characters maximum with the first 
character being the units: N for knots)

Example: N0100 if you are planning to cruise at 100 KTAS 

Enter the altitude requested in the second box. (5 characters maximum with the 
first character being the units: A for hundreds of feet)

Example: A060 if you are planning to cruise at 6,000 ft MSL.

Enter the route in the appropriate box. Consecutive points not linked by a 
published route should be separated by DCT for "direct".
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Item 16: Destination Aerodrome and Total Estimated Elapsed Time, Destination Alternate 
Aerodrome(s)
Enter the ICAO four-letter indicator of the destination airport (or ZZZZ if it does 
not have a four-letter ICAO identifier). Then, without a space, enter the total 
estimated elapsed time in hours and minutes.

Example: KFXE0200 if estimated time en-route to Fort Lauderdale Executive 
Airport (KFXE) is 2 hours.

Example: ZZZZ0130 if estimated time en-route to Everglades Airpark (X01) is 1 
hour and 30 minutes.

Enter the ICAO four-letter location of your alternate (if applicable) in the ALTN 
Aerodrome box. If the alternate aerodrome does not have a four-letter ICAO 
identifier, enter ZZZZ.

Item 18: Other Information
If G was entered in Item 10, indicating on-board GNSS, and your aircraft is also 
WAAS equipped, enter SBAS as a navigation code.

Example: N932G is equipped with WAAS, so it would be entered in Item 18 as 
NAV/SBAS.

If R was entered in Item 10 , indicating performance-based navigation (RNAV 
and/or RNP) capabilities, list the descriptors applicable to your aircraft using the 
numerical/digital codes listed in the ATP Aircraft Quick Reference Guide. In Item 
18, enter PBN/ followed by the codes.

Example: N9250V is listed on the ATP Aircraft Quick Reference Guide as having 
B2, C2, D2, and S1, so it would be entered in Item 18 as PBN/B2C2D2S1.

If ZZZZ was entered in Item 13 as the departure aerodrome, in Item 18 enter 
DEP/ followed by the FAA identifier.

Example: DEP/F44 if you are intending to depart Athens Municipal Airport (F44)

If ZZZZ was entered in Item 16 as the destination aerodrome, in Item 18 enter 
DEST/ followed by the FAA identifier.

Example: DEST/X01 if you are intending to arrive at Everglades Airpark (X01)

If ZZZZ was entered in Item 16 as the alternate aerodrome, in Item 18 enter 
ALTN/ followed by the FAA identifier.
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Item 19: Supplementary Information 

Endurance

After E/, enter a 4-figure group giving the fuel endurance in hours and minutes.

Persons on board

After P/, enter the total number of persons (passengers and crew) on board.

Emergency and survival equipment

R/ (Emergency Radio), S/ (Survival Equipment), J/ (Jackets): Cross out all 
indicators if this equipment is not carried.

D/ (Life Raft/Dinghies): Leave blank if these are not carried.

A/ (Aircraft Color and Markings): Enter the aircraft's colors in plain text, e.g. 
"WHITE BLUE RED"

N/ (Remarks) Cross out indicator N if no remarks, or enter any other relevant 
information for search-and-rescue (personal GPS locator, point of contact at 
arrival, etc.).

C/ (Pilot-in-command) Enter the name and telephone number of the pilot-in-
command.

ForeFlight
When filing an IFR flight plan through ForeFlight, verify that you are using 
the ICAO flight plan format and not the domestic flight plan format. Do so by 
navigating to the aircraft list in "More > Aircraft" and select the aircraft you wish 
to edit. Set up the following three codes within the filing section:

• ICAO Equipment

• ICAO Surveillance

• ICAO Wake Category

ICAO Equipment/Surveillance/PBN Codes for each aircraft can be found within 
ATP Student Extranet. Click on the aircraft tail number to access the Aircraft 
Quick Reference page, and the codes will be found under Aircraft Information. 
Explanations for each code can also be found in Appendix 4 of the Aeronautical 
Information Manual.

Indicate "L" for the ICAO wake category code, unless the aircraft exceeds  
15,500 lbs.
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